
The Botanist

Islay (Scotland)

Bombay Sapphire

Whitchurch

Brecon Botanicals

Penderyn (Wales)

Brighton Gin

Portslade (England)

Cardiff Dry Gin

Caerphilly (Wales)

Dà Mhìle - Botanical Gin

Llandysul (Wales)

Dà Mhìle - Oak Aged Gin

Llandysul (Wales)

Dà Mhìle - Seaweed Gin

Llandysul (Wales)

Forager's Gin - Yellow 

Label

Soft juniper and dried herbs on the nose. A little citrus - orange and lemon peel, 

with hints of saffron. It has a herbal palate, with earthy juniper and Eastern 

spices, a touch of bergamot, clove oil and cinnamon. The finish is of cassia bark 

and saffron on the tail

Clear and bright in the glass, the subtle notes of juniper come to the fore as you 

swirl, releasing sweet-scented fresh citrus and a touch of spice. The persistent 

hints of orange make this gin gentle and approachable. Brighton Gin, whose 

other botanicals include angelica, lime and milk thistle (well known for 

cleansing the liver, helping you detox as you tox so to speak!), makes a deeply 

refreshing G&T.

A new style of gin chosen by the people of South Wales. Rich herbal notes of 

rosemary, fennel, sorrel and liquorice, together with citrus notes from 

lemongrass and verbena. Perhaps the new apertif of the gin world.

This artisan farmhouse gin is made with 18 botanicals. The nose is subtle fresh 

rose petals, then spice and a hint of juniper. The initial palate is floral with bitter, 

fresh notes of dandelion and peppery cloves. The texture is silky, exuding a 

superb botanical mouth-feel finished by intense juniper tones and peppermint 

cool.

This seaweed gin is made with a cut down, hand selected variant of botanicals 

added to our small batch gin. Designed to complement seafood, it is infused with 

handpicked seaweed from the Celtic coast for three weeks, giving it a lovely 

light green hue beore being triple filtered then bottled.

Gin

Starting with soft juniper tones, foragers gently takes you to fresh, semi 

sweetness of apple and elderberry, before giving away to incredible, subtle and 

unmistakable floral notes from gorse and heather flowers. This truly is the 

authentic expression of Snowdonia. 

This gin contains big notes of citrus, delicate menthol and flowers. The taste is 

cool at first, it quickly mellows out, warmth growing with citrus keeping it fresh 

throughout. The finish is long with a good spice. Islay isn't just about the whisky 

anymore, The Botanist gin is top notch

Bombay Sapphire Gin is one of the most recognised and popular gins available. 

It mixes well and has a little more complexity than some other mainstream gins. 

Bombay Sapphire is also comparatively subtle when it comes to being driven by 

juniper, with the other botanicals also coming to the forefront.

Similar in style to a Dutch jenever this gin is aged for six months in whisky 

casks. Subtle notes of juniper, herbs and spices fuse with undertones of sweet 

grain whisky giving depth and warmth.



Tal-Y-Cafn, Snowdonia 

(Wales)

Forager's Gin - Black 

Label

Tal-Y-Cafn, Snowdonia 

(Wales)

Gin Mare

Mediterranean Gin 

(Spain)

Gordon's Gin

Fife (Scotland)

Gunpowder Gin

Drumshanbo (Ireland)

Hendricks Gin 

Girvan (Scotland)

Hibernation Gin

Corris (Wales)

J.J Whitley - Elderflower 

Gin

Liverpool (England)

Limbeck Gin

Caerphilly (Wales)

Pollination Gin

Another offering from Snowdonia, Black Label launched in 2016,  juniper and 

sea buckthorn are the two botanicals which prevail in this gin, with an 

impressive depth of flavour achieved, on the palate gentle citrus and a slight 

salinity along with juniper depth give great balance all the way through to the 

long finish. 

This Spanish gin is inspired by the flavours of the Mediterranean, olive, 

rosemary, thyme, and basil are some of the botanicals used for flavour. On the 

palate it is a very herbal, aromatic gin with coriander, juniper, and citrus zest in 

the mix. The finish is spicy with more zest.

A gorgeously heady mix of blue ginger and citrus with tarragon, Seville orange 

and orris. Rested in recycled Burgundy French oak casks to develop a smooth 

texture. The oak casks leave a subtle peach colour, which will vary subtly with 

each batch.

Pollination gin is produced by the highest standard London dry method, in 

extremely limited small batches, using pure grain spirit and locally drawn spring 

water. The foraged botanicals come from within the biosphere, from the 

snowdonia foothills, through the dyfi forest and down the estuary marshlands. 

This gin is not produced all year round in order to ensure sustainability, 

production is very limited, each bottle is hand signed and lot numbered.

Starting with soft juniper tones, foragers gently takes you to fresh, semi 

sweetness of apple and elderberry, before giving away to incredible, subtle and 

unmistakable floral notes from gorse and heather flowers. This truly is the 

authentic expression of Snowdonia. 

Gordon's London dry gin is carefully distilled using a secret recipe. The 

distinctively refreshing taste comes from the finest handpicked juniper berries 

and a selection of other botanicals. It's the taste that’s made Gordon's the worlds 

best selling London dry gin. Gordon's gin was originally distilled in London but 

then moved production to Fife in 1998.

This gin contains oriental botanicals, gunpowder tea and Irish curiosity. It has a 

fresh citrus taste and spicy notes of oriental botanicals. Gunpowder tea is a green 

tea that has slowly been dried, the delicate leaves are then carefully rolled into 

shiny pellets. The flavour is bold and bright with a slight spicy freshness.

This handcrafted gin is distilled from a proprietary recipe which includes 

traditional botanicals such as juniper, corriander and citrus peel. The 

"unexpected" infusion of cucumber and rose petals result in a most iconoclastic 

gin.

The botanicals foraged for Hibernation gin are influenced by the later season, 

and include wild crab apples, blackberries, bilberries and lingonberries 

(cowberries). These are combined with carefully selected classic and other 

locally foraged botanicals, and precision distil with a combination of local spring 

water and grain spirit before resting in a rare white port cask

This elderflower gin has soft scents of juniper, corriander and cinnamon to 

create a sweet velvety sensation and a fresh floral bouquet.



Corris (Wales)

Madam Geneva

Caerphilly (Wales)

Ophir Gin

Warrington (England)

Tanqueray Gin

Fife (Scotland)

Tanqueray - Number 10

Fife (Scotland)

Whitley Neill Dry Gin

Liverpool (England)

Whitley Neill Quince Gin

Liverpool (England)

Young Tom Gin

Caerphilly (Wales)

A London dry as it should be. Simple, dry and juniper forward with citrus and a 

hint of liquorice and some subtle floral and sweet characters added by the sacred 

duo of meadowsweet and wild sunflower.

Pollination gin is produced by the highest standard London dry method, in 

extremely limited small batches, using pure grain spirit and locally drawn spring 

water. The foraged botanicals come from within the biosphere, from the 

snowdonia foothills, through the dyfi forest and down the estuary marshlands. 

This gin is not produced all year round in order to ensure sustainability, 

production is very limited, each bottle is hand signed and lot numbered.

Ophir (pronounced o-peer) is a rich oriental spiced gin with a smooth perfume 

and sharp bursts of citrus. Key notes of cumin and cardamom provide a warm 

earthy background balanced with grapefruit peel. The taste is of soft camphor, 

some sweetness and oriental spices create a warm mouth feel that lingers but 

does not increase in intensity. The finish is of long length with soft cracked black 

pepper and spice.

Tanqueray is very fresh and smooth on the nose, with slight hints of juniper and 

citrus coming through. A good hint of liquorice is present on the palate, with a 

slight spice that creates a long tingle.

Very subtle yet fresh aromas of grapefruit on the nose which leads to a great 

blend of juniper, vanilla and lime on the palate. Slightly sweet that creates a long 

lasting flavour and a hint of spice in the end. 

A handcrafted gin of exceptional quality, inspired by the captivating flavours of 

Africa. Fresh citrus baobab fruit and aromatic Cape gooseberries skillfully 

blended with 7 traditional botanicals in an antique copper still to produce a gin 

with true African spirit.

This gin is inspired by the timeless flavours of Persia. The juice of the Turkish 

quince adds apple sharp, pear sweet high notes to the smooth English gin base 

for a unique alluring taste that's as rich as its ancestry.

This is a fresh juniper malt gin, fermented from IPA wash and refined to a clean 

aromatic distillate. Naturally sweetened and vapour infused then rested. A sweet 

floral style of gin with fennel, wild sunflower root and star anise seeds. It is then 

rested for 6 weeks to develope its flavour.


